ACROSS
1. Titular artifact in a classic mystery
7. Thurman of Kill Bill
8. Greatest quantity possible
11. Cut into cubes
13. It’s between la and do
14. The best of both worlds in men’s undergarments
17. ___ Marie Saint
18. The chemical element selenium, for short
19. Swimmer with nine Olympic gold medals
23. Wong of Law & Order: SVU
24. Little devil
26. 1950s fashion
29. Duo at the top of the roulette board
30. Right under our _____
31. Nomadic insect
34. Soap ingredient
35. Singer Ruth, Anita, or June

DOWN
1. Mutter
2. Physicians’ organization, in brief
3. Loose about rules
4. Street where Freddy wreaked havoc
5. Passion
6. Birthday suit lover
9. O.J. trial judge
10. Get-together
12. Orange snack square
14. Fast-growing grasses
15. Pitfalls
16. Suffix
20. Recipe instruction
21. Peculiar expression
22. Share one’s feelings
25. Tinker
27. Composer Franz
28. Rogers or Orbison
31. ___ Lingus
32. Ctrl + ___ + Del
33. Science guy Bill